Instructions for maintenance of oil treated indoor furniture.
Recommendations
Your furniture is treated with oil based on renewable raw materials. This oil gives a dirtand water-repellent surface. Unlike traditionally finishing with lacquers, oil will not give a
wearing surface, and needs more frequent maintenance.
Normal care
Dust your furniture frequently. Wipe with a damp cloth (rag) if required, perhaps with soft
soap or ordinary gentle detergent.
Note! Use a well drained cloth (rag) and wipe the surface dry, so that no extra water will
stay on the surface.
Stains
Make sure that any spillage of coffee, ketchup or other heavily coloured fluid, is wiped off
as soon as possible to prevent from penetrating the wood.
Severe stains
If there is a dried up stain, start with ordinary detergent. If this does not help, try white spirit
(petroleum spirit) but use it very carefully and be sure to wipe dry. If that does not help,
you will need to sand the surface (use a fine one). After sanding, use furniture oil
(GA1828) to regain a protected surface.
Wear
Depending on how much wear the furniture is exposed to, the whole piece or especially
extra exposed spots should be oiled frequently. That way your furniture will always have
an adequate protection.
Furniture oil is available at Becker Aroma’s distributors or at well-assorted paint dealers.
They can also be of advice.
Important points
- Use a damp cloth and mild detergent, wipe dry carefully.
- Do not use strong alkaline or aggressive detergents.
- Do not use solvents.
- Do not use scratching "tools".
- Do not leave detergent or other fluid on the surface.
We hope these recommendations of maintenance, as complement to your own
experiences, will be the base of your instructions.
For further questions we will be happy to be of assistance.
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